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Imagine a world where there is joy at every turn and sheer delight at 
every intersection. The new Alto is here for those seeking happiness all 
along the way. Teeming with a host of new features, the Alto remains 
true to its simple and friendly DNA. The sleek and youthful car lets you 
take on the day with a smile. Go ahead; switch it on, go happy. 
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A Friendly Impression
on the Go
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What makes the new Alto a true delight is its simple and friendly 
design. With a big honeycomb-patterned front grille, the car exudes a 
friendly and cheerful smile-like appeal, reflecting a fun and happy 
personality for you. The exciting colours and seamless contours make 
the car look contemporary and trendy to the core. Take it out; it’s the 
go-to friend by your side every time you drive.



Behind an appealing exterior is always a stylish interior. 
The new Alto features comfortable interior complemented 
by a host of user-friendly features. What’s more, the 
floating design 7-inch display audio along with steering 
mounted controls and a digital speedometer make every 
drive a delight.
The lights and display are turned on for illustrative purpose.

A Refined Look Inside Out

Apple CarPlay®

Apple CarPlay is available in the countries listed at the following link:
http://www.apple.com/ios/feature-availability/#applecar-
play-applecarplay
*For more details including iPhone models compatible with Apple 
CarPlay see:
http://www.apple.co/ios/carplay/
*Apple, Apple CarPlay and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., 
registered in the U.S. and other countries.

Android Auto™

Android Auto™ is available in the countries listed at the following link:
htttps://www/android/com/auto/
*To use Android Auto on your car display, you’ll need an Android™ 
phone running Android 8 or higher, an active data plan, and the 
Android Auto app.
*Google, Android, Android Auto, YouTube Music and other marks are 
trademarks of Google LLC.

Steering mounted controls
Get a comfortable grip on every 
drive and steer clear of distractions 
with the steering mounted 
controls. Now operate media 
functions without taking your eyes 
off the road and enjoy convenience 
behind the wheels. 

7-inch display audio
Bring fun and convenience to your driving experience with the 7-inch display audio. Use your smartphone apps on the display screen with Apple 
CarPlay® and Android Auto™ and stay happy on the go. With WVGA capacitive touchscreen, now orchestrate everything seamlessly and keep track of 
the vehicle status while you drive on.
The display audio is optional for GLX.
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Digital speedometer
The digital speedometer with 
the information display lets you 
stay sync with information about 
time and fuel consumption*.
*Available for GLX.



Drive Comfort 
Taking on the city every day requires a drive that’s comfortable to the core. The Alto comes with a spacious cabin and more legroom for maximum comfort. 

With sufficient holders, convenience is an integral part of every journey you take in the new Alto. The 214L* luggage space allows you to 
accommodate more luggage as you plan your journey ahead. Enjoy a sense of flexibility & freedom with the extended luggage  and  cabin.
*Manufacture data. When rear seats are raised. Always secure all cargo. The luggage shelf is available for GLX grade only.

Ample Space for Your Needs
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With the power of a DUALJET engine, the new 
Alto makes you explore the city without 
inhibitions, turning even regular drives into 
joyrides. Equipped with a host of safety features, 
the car lets you drive with peace of mind.

Experience Optimised 
Performance & Safety

Seatbelt
pretensioner

Seatbelt
force limiter

Suspension
The Alto takes on every 
road with equal ease. The 
highly tuned suspensions 
ensure solid cornering 
and responsive handling, 
while assuring a relaxing 
smooth drive.

1.0L DUALJET engine
The 1.0L DUALJET engine lets you get the best out of every 
drive. It delivers comprehensive advantages in thermal 
efficiency resulting from a better compression ratio, dual 
injection system and friction reduction, realising a high-level 
of balanced dynamic performance and fuel efficiency.

Airbags
Drive peace of mind with the Alto. The dual front 
airbags help protect both the driver and the front 
passenger.
The image is for illustrative purpose only.

 

Seatbelt pretensioners & force limiter
The pretensioner designed to tighten the seatbelts 
will restrain the occupants instantly and prevent 
from being thrown forward in case of a frontal 
crash. Moreover, the force limiter aids the 
occupants from seatbelt inflicted injuries. 

ABS with EBD
In emergency braking or on slippery surfaces, the 
anti-lock brake system (ABS) keeps tyres from 
locking, and enhances the driver’s ability to avoid 
obstacles through steering. Furthermore, the 
electronic brake-force distribution (EBD) optimally 
distributes front and rear braking force to help 
stably stop the vehicle.

ESP®
ESP® detects wheel slip, for instance when you turn 
the steering wheel sharply and/or the road is slippery, 
it automatically affects control over the engine 
torque and brakes to suppress the wheel slip helping 
you stay in directional control.
*ESP is a registered trademark of Mercedes-Benz Group AG. The ESP is designed 
to help keep the Alto under control. However, its effectiveness depends on 
driving conditions and the state of the road surface. If the tyres exceed their 
grip limit and the wheels start to spin or skid, it may not be fully effective.

Rear parking sensors
The Alto comes with ultrasonic sensors in the rear 
bumper which helps detect obstacles while you 
park the car. Warning sounds keep you aware of 
the distance to the obstacle, making parking a 
simple task.
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